A noun that names only one thing is a **singular noun**.
examples: book, dish

A noun that names more than one thing is a **plural noun**.
examples: books, dishes

Most singular nouns can be made plural by just adding an **s** to the end.

Nouns ending in x, z, s, sh and ch form the plural by adding an **es** to the end.

**Add an s or es at the end of each word to form the plural.**

1. flower  ____________  2. tool  ____________
3. box  ____________  4. tree  ____________
5. flash  ____________  6. church  ____________
7. lunch  ____________  8. apple  ____________
9. peach  ____________  10. truck  ____________
11. waltz  ____________  12. crash  ____________
13. blanket  ____________  14. tax  ____________
15. dog  ____________  16. egg  ____________
17. car  ____________  18. beach  ____________
19. wish  ____________  20. cloud  ____________

**Challenge:** On the back of this paper, write a complete sentence that has a singular noun **and** a plural noun in it.
A noun that names only one thing is a **singular noun**.
   examples: book, dish

A noun that names more than one thing is a **plural noun**.
   examples: books, dishes

Most singular nouns can be made plural by just adding an **s** to the end.

Nouns ending in x, z, s, sh and ch form the plural by adding an **es** to the end.

Singular: I have a colorful **dish**.

Plural: I have lots of colorful **dishes**.

Add an **s** or **es** at the end of each word to form the plural.

1. flower **flowers**
2. tool **tools**
3. box **boxes**
4. tree **trees**
5. flash **flashes**
6. church **churches**
7. lunch **lunches**
8. apple **apples**
9. peach **peaches**
10. truck **trucks**
11. waltz **waltzes**
12. crash **crashes**
13. blanket **blankets**
14. tax **taxes**
15. dog **dogs**
16. egg **eggs**
17. car **cars**
18. beach **beaches**
19. wish **wishes**
20. cloud **clouds**

**Challenge:** On the back of this paper, write a complete sentence that has a singular noun **and** a plural noun in it.